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IHC Holland is proud of its leadership in designing and building
some of the offshore industry's most revolutionary equipment —
giant offshore cranes, deep-water laybarges, dynamicallystationed drillships, jackup rigs, single buoy moorings,
and several varieties of fixed platforms.
Floating cranes with lift capacities undreamed
of just a few years back are now a major tooi
in the offshore contractor's package of
equipment. They have become indispensable for pile driving, putting in well
protectors, and installing the jackets
and platforms of fixed structures. The
important role played by IHC Holland in
this inevitable step toward bigger lift
capacities is reflected in almost 200
units, small and large, for a variety of
applications, now at work
around the world.
Without laying claim to being anywhere
near comprehensive, the equipment
shown in this brochure is representative
of the offshore cranes now
manufactured by IHC Holland.

500-1000 tons

Buüt initialty for Ingram-Micoperi SpA,
this derrick barge was acqulred in
1972 by J. Ray McDermott Inc. and
re-christened the DB 22. Equipment
Is installed on the huil of a former
tanker from v^/hich the stern section
with engine room was removed.
n normai configuration the IHC
Holland crane installed at the stern
of the barge wil! lift 500 tons through
afuiiSeOb
To meet a straight lift requlrement
over the stern of 1000 tons, IHC
engineers developed a unique plvot
for the iower section of the boom. An
articulated knuckle enables the Iower
boom section to be jack-knifed to rest
securely along sturdy deck supports.
The two main 500 ton blocks on the
shorter, doubie-based boom wil!
handle loads up to a maximum of
1000 tons. The two auxiliary hoists
have loading capacities of 100 and 25
tons each.
Ergomatic-iogic controls standardly
fitted are simple, safe and smooth in
operation. A particular feature of the .
unit is a swing which is smooth, safe,
effortless and precisely controllable.
Total installed horsepower of the
hoisting, luffing and power-rotation
motors is In excess of 2000. AG power
is taken from the ship's generating
sets.
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500-800 tons

Santé Fe Drilling Company's semisubmersible lay and derrick barge
Choctaw has an impressive record of
offshore work down under in
Australian waters and in the North
Sea.
The IHC Holland crane to handle
the vessel's heavy lifts has a loading
capacity of 500 tons through 360° and
800 tons straight over the stern.
Auxiliary hoists for 150 and 50 tons
capacity are also available.
Santé Fe Drlliing Company wisely
foresaw the oil industry's encroachment into hostile arctic waters when
they specified that the IHC Holland
crane on the Choctaw should be
designed to operate efficlently in
temperatures down to minus 40° C.
To meet the owner's specific
requirements it was also essential that
the crane derives lts power from
equipment operatlng completely
Independent of the vessel's own
generating equipment.
Two 750 hp diesel engines drive a
total of four Ward-Leonard DC
generating sets providing 800 kW of
450 V current. The same power packs
also feed Into two compound alternators delivering 380 RVA of 380 V
current. Installed output of the electric
drive motors Is In excess of 2000 hp.
Prime movers and generating sets are
ocated in the crane winch house.
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55 58 60 Radiuji in metres
130 190196 Raditis.-in feet

800 tons

The crane on this vessel was designed
by IHC Holland to specifications
drawn up by Heerema Engineering
Service.
The former bulkcarrier on which the
crane is installed has been converted
into an efficiënt workship-pipelayer for
a wide range of offshore operatlons.
The IHC Holland crane has al! the
qualitles needed for offshore platform
work in hostile environments, its main
hoist has a load capacity of 800 tons
at a 70-ft werking radius through a
full 360°, or 800 tons stationary at a
90-ft radius. The two auxiliary hoists
are rated at 100 and 25 tons.
In 1972 the Challenger had the
offshore world talking when its IHC
Holland crane made the heaviest
offshore lift ever of 700 tons. Since
then, this record has been broken
again by another IHC Holland crane.
Solid support for these giant lifts is
provided by the IHC-designed
hydrostatic end-thrust bearing on the
swing circle gear. This Is attached to
the doublé bottom of the vessel in a
manner to withstand the effects of
shock loading caused by sea action.
The wide base boom provides the
extra stiffness needed to Improve
resistance to latera! and moving
loads.
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The total installed horsepower of the
hoisting, luffing and slewing motors Is
in excess of 1500. AC power taken
from the generating sets is converted
Into DC by three Ward-Leonard sets
Installed in the winch house.
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800 tons

The IHC Holland crane installed on
the Orca pipelaying and derrick ship
has a lifting capacity of 800 tons; it
was specificaliy designed with greater
capacity and reach for the handling of
today's super-size stationary platforms
and mobile rigs. The vessel was first
commissioned in 1972 for service with
The Netheriands Offshore Company.
The Orca is a typical example of a
modern multi-purpose workship and,
being self-propelled, it is abie to
combine high lifting capacity at long
radii with versatility and high
mobllity.
Improved capacity lifts at greater radii
are achieved on the Orca with the
help of hydraulically-actuated tie rods
which securely lock the crane tail to
pad eyes on the vessel's deck.
Features of the controls on this class
of crane are safety combined with
smoothness in operation; automatic
brakes to hold the load should the
holst power fail are Standard
equipment.
Three 250 kW Ward-Leonard generator
sets provide the power required by the
crane's hoisting, luffing and slewing
motions.
Total Installed power is more than
1500 hp.
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800-1200 tons

The IHC Holland crane on Heerema
Engineering Service's Champion
work barge has a capacity of 800 tons
at a 70-ft working radius, through full
360° rotation. The unit is mounted aft
on the barge and is provided with
special equipment enabiing a
stationary lift over the stern of
1200 tons.
After locking the crane in a fixed
fore-to-aft position, part of the cable
harness is unhooked from the A-frame
and extended to be connected to pad
eyes located near the forward end of
the barge.
Since the boom hinge on this type of
crane is located high over the winch
house, there is sufficiënt clearance
between the deck and the underside
of the stowed boom to deck load
bulky equipment iike complete
platforms, jackets, etc.
A heavily reinforced turntable frame
provides solid support for capacity lifts
and withstands the effects of shock
loading produced by sea action.
The winch house contains three
Ward-Leonard sets to convert
generated AC to DC. Three 250 kW
generators provide the power required
by the hoisting, luffing and slewing
motors.
Total installed power is more than
1500 hp.
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1600-2000tons

To meet extensive construction
commitments on the North Sea's
Porties, Ekofisk and Auk fields,
Heerema Engineering Service
commissioned IHC Holland to design
and build a crane with a lifting
capacity of 1600 tons through full
rotation and 2000 tons stationary.
The largest offshore crane in
existence is now ready and will be
installed on a converted tanker during
1973. Designed and engineered
throughout by IHC Holland, this super
crane has auxiliary hoists for a 'mere'
400 tons and for 30 tons as well.
A new feature of the design Is the
boom foot of this giant crane which
has been divided into two legs, spaced
65-ft apart. The base of the A-frame
gantry is also split to further spread
the boom load, hook load and A-frame
ioad forces over the rollers of the
swing circle gear. Large horizontal
forces are assimilated by a special
adaption of the well-known 'pivoted
bogle' roller arrangement used
standardly in the swing circle gear on
all IHC Holland cranes.
Ward-Leonard generating sets located
in the winch house provide the DC
power required by the main and
auxiliary hoist motors, the boom hoist
motors and the six motors of the
slewing gear. Total installed DC motor
power is more than 3000 hp. AC power
is taken from the vessel's generating
sets.
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800-1000 tons
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This class of crane has a feature
common to al! IHC Holland cranes it is not a land crane adapted for
marine service; It has been specificaliy designed to meet demanding
offshore requirements.
The crane unit is engineered to
operate Independent of the vessel's
generating equipment through lts own
diesei-drlven torque converter/power
shift arrangement. A new cooling
concept applied to the power train
allows continuous operation even
under tropical conditions.
The boom and A-frame configuration
has been adapted from the tried
concept used successfully on larger
2000 ton units. The split feet of the
boom and A-frame spread the load
forces generated by the boom, hook
load and counterweight evenly over
the rollers of the swing circle gear.
'Pivoted bogie' roller mountings are
Standard equipment.
A number of other Standard IHC
Holland crane features are
engineered into the design - power
lifting and power lowering; enclosed
gearcases with gears and shafts
operating in a lubricant; ail-welded
boom; large-diameter hoist drums with
LeBus cable grooves.
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IHC Holiand's design engineers have
blueprinted a complete portfolio of
basic crane designs; the 300 - 500 tons
unit Is a typical example of one of
these. It's boom length has been
designed specificaliy to provide useful
radii equal to those of conventional
cranes with substantially higher lifting
capacities.
The unit shown here is fitted with
eiectrlcaliy-driven high-capaclty
hoists; alternatively, hoist power can
be provided by diesel-engine power
packs driving through torque
converters and power shifts, or by
hydraullc pumps.
The legs of the split-base boom are
spaced wldely apart. Since the
A-frame base is also split, loads
imposed on the swing-gear rollers by
the boom and A-frame will be
concentrated and assimilated at
different points around the crane
structure. This ensures that the
combined load forces will be
distributed evenly over the swing
circle gear. Together, the wldelyspaced boom legs and the sturdy boxsection boom configuration provide
extra strength and high resistance to
side loads.
Total installed power will depend on
the type of power pack fitted for the
various crane motions.
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The wide base boom is a distingulshIng mark of IHC Holland cranes. It
provides the optlmal stiffness and
strength needed to resist side loads
and severe dynamic loads imposed by
heavy seas. It spreads the loads
Imposed by the boom, hook load and
A-frame evenly over the swing circle
gear.
Complete fender protection of the
box-section boom tip to eliminate
damage when handling plles.
Easier handling of buikier loads at
short radii achieved by locating the
boom hinge high at the swing circle
centre; this feature also substantially
increases the free space available
under the boom.
Smooth luffing even when transferring
heavy loads In high seas is assured by
automatic lubricatlon of the selfalignlng bearings of the boom hinge.
All other bearings are maintenancefree.
No detrimental increases of the forces
acting on the individual components
of the swing circle gear (rollers,
bogles, end thrust bearings, etc.) by
deflection of the turntable frame
caused by shock loading produced by
sea action.
Pneumatic faii-safe dual brakes and
ciutch mechanisms are provided as
Standard equipment on the wide,
large-diameter drums of the hoist
units. This enables them to meet
marine requirements for handling high
dynamic loads safely.
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Heelpoint for craneboom

Slewing wheels

SLEWINGRACK WITH
MACHINED BOLTS
SLEWING-RAIL
ROUND THE IOWER

ECCENTRICALLY
ADJUSTING

1

SLEWING RAIL

B

SECTION C-C
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VERTICALLY
Self-Adjusting

SECTION A-A
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Pivot bearing IHC-patent

'Free-fair facilities for bumpless deck
landings even in heavy seas are
engineered into the design of the
drums of main and auxiliary hoist
units.

SECTION B-B

TOP DISC
HIGHPRESSURELINE

BOTTOM DISC
SECURITYCLAMP
SECTION A-A
SECTION C-C

PIVOT BEAM
CENTRE PIN
ADJUSTING RING
HIGHPRESSURELINE
TOP DISC
RETURNOILTANK

In addition to unexcelled visibility to
sides and up and down, the operator's
cab has a full complement of safeoperation load and ioad-moment
indicators for the main and auxiliary
hoists; there is a faii-safe cutout plus a
pre-alarm for the minimum radlus of
the boom.
Hydraulically-actuated tie rods which
lock the crane tal! either to the crane
substructure or to the vessel's
structure are available as optional
extras. The tie rods are installed to
lock the crane in a fixed fore-and-aft
position to increase its ioad and
load/radius capacity.

IHC has in Japan appointed as
exclusïve lïcensee for revolving
floating cranes Sumitomo Shipbuilding and Machinery Co., Ltd. of
Tokyo. This company has also been
granted non-exclusive ilcense rights
for a number of Asian countries,
Australia and New Zealand.

RUBBER PATCH
BOTTOM DISC
RETURN LINE
TOVtfER
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OFFSHORE D1VISI0N
PO BOX 11 SCHIEDAM
Drüling'platforms. drillships. offshore structures.^
single buoy mooring systems. pipelaying barges.
seif-elevating platforms for civil engineering
purposes- Floating cranes. Structura! steeiwork.
Special-purpose vessefs. Standard wmches.
Anchoring and installation of mooring buoys.
Offshore engineering.

IHC HOLLAND
PO Box 6141 Rotterdam
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OREDOER DIVISION
PO BOX 1 KINDERDIJK
Standard and GUStom-burlt - dredgers. dredger
components, measuring and conlroi equipment.
dredging pipes. Diesel engines. Propelfer shaft
seals. Aluminium and polyester producls. Shiprepairs. Engrneering.

IHC HOLLAND (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD
37/49 Pitt Street
Sydney 2000 NSW Auslrafia

ÏHC HOLLAND (SOUTH EAST ASIA)
Regional Sales Office
84 Jalan Ampang
Kuaia Lumpur Malaysia

MINtNG & TRANSPORT DIVISION
PO BOX 3084 AMSTERDAM
Equipment for the recovery. concentralion and
separation of ores. Transshipment instalfations
for bulk cargoes such as grain and copra. E n gineering for aliuvial mining, ore treatment and
bulk goods handling. Equipment for the mechanizing and automating of industria! processes.
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